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Activity Description Program 

Opening   

Plan Have the girls talk about things they want to do at camp. 
This is a great chance to use the technology they all seem to carry 
around. 
 
Have the girls look up camp food ideas on the internet and get them 
talking about the food they want to eat at camp. 
They will need to come up with things they want to do and then they 
can start planning their camp. 

Camping Here we 
Come. 

Craft Water Bottle Strap 
From: http://secondchancesbysusan.blogspot.ca/2013/08/girls-
camp-crafts-2013.html 
 

 

The straps were easy to make.  First cut strips of single knit fabric, 1" 

wide by the width of the fabric.  (Approximately 54-60" wide.)   

 

 

To make the strap, layer three strips on top of each other and thread 

the first 6", or  so, through a round rubber gasket.  Note:  I searched 

around and found a gasket that fit over the cap of the water bottle 

that was provided for the girls.  When finding a size that will fit, take 

into consideration that the fabric will loop over two sides of the 

gasket, thus making the opening a bit smaller.  But, also consider that 

          

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-VDYVu8gPK3M/Ugvvl1PhdlI/AAAAAAAADYo/ycHxby_uyOs/s1600/super+strap+2.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-xqlKK4f4GXQ/Ugvvl6w0YgI/AAAAAAAADYc/xGjWA-XfTbk/s1600/strips.jpg
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the gaskets stretch a little.  Our gaskets were rounded so they kind of 

"rolled" over the cap when putting them on. 

 

 

 

Once the fabric strips are threaded through the gasket, fold the strips 

back on themselves and begin to braid your strap, encasing the ends 

of the strips as you braid.  To make the braiding easier, we had a 2x4 

clamped to the table with binder clips screwed in place.  The girls 

were able to clamp their gasket in place, making it easier to 

braid.  Continue braiding until you get about 6" away from the end.  If 

your strips aren't the same length, trim them to match each other. 

 

Thread the unbraided final 6" through the gasket again (only on the 

other side of the gasket) and fold the strips back onto 

themselves.  Using a safety pin, pin the end of each strip, one at a 

time, and weave the end back through the braid.  Note:  It helps if the 

strap is not braided super tightly! 

 

 
If desired, you can use a dab of hot glue to tuck and secure the ends in 
place.  Depending on the stretchiness of your fabric, these can sling 
over the shoulder, across the body, and still hang a bit too low.  If 
that's the case, just tie a knot at the shoulder and bring the water 
bottle up to the desired length.  Obviously, the water bottle will hang 
lower when it’s full of water as opposed to when its empty! 
 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-iTuA2NkF_Ks/UgvvlYClH6I/AAAAAAAADYY/IboLfW6h6KE/s1600/o-rings.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-VsBc1VsGFsw/UgvvkUD7syI/AAAAAAAADYA/Zq78dGZDwgc/s1600/braiding+super+strap.jpg
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Game Campfire Pictionary 
 
Have a list of Songs that your girls know and write them on slips of 
paper. Then put the girls into teams and have each team take a turn 
sending someone up to draw one of the songs. The team that has the 
most correct at the end of the game wins. 
 
After the game it will give you a chance to talk about campfire 
planning. Ask the girls which songs that they have drawn that they 
would want in their campfire. 
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